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ENVIRONMENTAL DAY CELEBRATIONS 

05-06-17 

In association with Environment day observation 

the NSS volunteer 

Distributed the saplings among teachers, non 

teaching staffs and students on June 5th 

2016 .320 saplings were planted in the campus 

and adopted village along with Thripragottur Panchayath members and Kudumbasree. 

Saplings were provided by Forest Department Govt of Kerala. The programme was 

inaugurated by Panchayath president Sri.Katoor Muhammed.Principal KK MUSTHAFA, 

Namshad KP,Mini mol VK Programme officer NAM College unit number 31 and 32. The 

campaign started at 10 am in the morning and concluded at 1pm. The objective of this 

activity was to spread awareness of planting more and more trees to save the environment. 
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READING DAY CELEBRATION 20-6-17 TO 23-06-17 

It is a custom to dwell upon the impoverished 

reading habits of the youngsters .A few 

comments, some extraordinary tips, pieces of 

advice, the session concludes, ignorant of the 

fact that the discussion has not even entered the 

thoughts of the crowd. Man who has been 

endowed with free-will, rationale and 

prudence, described as the most distinguishing 

features of the human race, fails to grasp the 

ineffectiveness of his actions done to promote 

reading. Throughout the week, NSS hosted 

competitions intended at excavating the reading 

backgrounds of the students and to instill in them the desire to take a leap into the sea of 

knowledge via reading college in association with Library and Sahithyavedi club. Book 

Review and Reading Competitions, Literary and General Quiz, were some among the major 

activities conducted in this regard. 

On 20
th 

June our programme was inaugurated by SRI.RAJU KATTUPUNAM famous writer 

and narrator. He took the students in the magical world of reading through the stories, 

experiences and by familiarizing various characters in the novels and stories. Principal DR. 

K.K MUSTHAFA presided over the function. MEGHA SURENDRAN (volunteer secretary) 

delivered the welcome speech and MR. SHEMIN SHAHARAS expressed the vote of thanks. 

The volunteers displayed posters on the importance of reading in various part of the campus 
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PUSTHAKA KOOD 23-06-17 

The NSS units organized a book 

donation campaign for setting up a 

library for a school which doesn‟t 

possess a library of its own. The 

programme was conducted under the 

name Pusthaka kood ' in 2017.The books 

collected from staff and students of the 

college were donated to the school 

library BLPS Kallarakkal,Chendayad 

UP School. 

We donated 180 books each  to the Principal of the School. The books we donated included 

various story books, novels, (fiction and non-fiction), encyclopedia, dictionary etc.   
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YOGA DAY CELEBRATION    21-06-17 

The NSS unit observed world yoga day by conducting yoga speech and practices in the 

college auditorium. The program started with an 

informative lecture on “What is Yoga and its Benefit 

to health” by Acharya Sanadhana Babu. He stressed 

the importance of yoga and appropriate diet to keep a 

healthy mind in a healthy body. He stated that a 

positive mind would create happy relations and a 

happy society. Dr KK.MUSTHAFA,The  Principal 

Chaired the function.    NAMSHAD.KP, 

Dr.M.K.MADHUSOODHANAN, LT. A.P. 

SHAMEER, SMT. MINIMOL V.K represented in the function. Volunteer MEGHA 

SERENDRAN delivered the vote of thanks. 
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POSTER MAKING COMPETITION   21-06-17 

The NSS unit observed antidrug day by conducting antidrug awareness rally at 

Kallikkandy town. Around 50 students participated in the rally.  In the campus they exhibit 

pluck cards and posters. Students also took anti drug oath. The NSS programme officer 

Namshad K..P and Lt. A.P. Shameer , Dr. T. Majeesh were led the programme. Also 

Conduct poster making competition on drug abuse and its impacts on society in collaboration 

with VIMUKTHI Club.  
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AWARENESS PROGRAMME AGAINST DENGUE FEVER   7-07-17 

 

    Our Unit 31 volunteers gave doorstep awareness and distributed notice contented about the 

preventive measures to avoid Dengue Fever, They survived 200 homes around. Stagnant 

watered drums, pots, water cans, stone grainer were cleared and advised to maintain good and 

clean environment. Volunteers distributed pamphlet that explains prevention and precaution 

on dengue fever. The programme inaugurated by Panchayath President Sri. Kattoor 

Mahamood. Standing Committee Chairman Sri. Sameer Parambath gave the presidential 

address. Nisha Nelliyat, Vice President, Members P. Sathyan, A.P Vasantha , Namshad 

K.P and T.P. Musthafa spoke in the occasion.  
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CLEANING CAMPAIGN AT PANOOR HOSPITAL   11-07-17 

NAM NSS students undertook cleanup project with the aim of combating the epidemic 

diseases. The premises of hospitals and rooms were cleaned and tree seedlings were 

planted. Ramla Teacher inaugurated the program. Superintendent Dr Anil Kumar, Health 

Supervisor V. Ajayakumar, K.P. Namshad, Minimol V.K, Megha Surendran spoke on the 

occasion.  
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FREE HOMEO MEDICINE DISTRIBUTION AND AWARENESS CLASS 12-07-17 

NSS Unit of NAM College, Kallikkandy conducted the program in co operation with the 

Thalassery Homeopathic Medical Association. Principal K.K. Musthafa had done the 

presidential address.  Dr. K. Aboobacker 

inaugurated the function with a heart 

throbbing class. Dr. Rashid Abdulla, Dr. 

Habeeba Rashid, Dr. Aswathi Hilda, NSS 

program officers Minimol V.K , Namshad 

K.P spoke. 
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“MADHURAM" - 

WELCOMING FIRST YEAR STUDENTS BY GIVING SAPLINGS   13-07-17  

NSS volunteers distributed fruit tree to a student of each department as part of welcoming 

First year students. The project was named Madhuram and was inaugurated by Program 

Officer Namshad K.P by distributing a fruit tree to a first year student of Commerce 

department. Subsequently the fruit tree has been distributed in each department. Volunteers 

introduced NSS scheme in every class through this project. Volunteers Shemin 

Shaharas and Megha Surendran led the project Volunteers welcomed the first year students 

by giving saplings. Programme was inaugurated by College Principal Dr.KK.Musthafa. 
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NATURAL FARMING-ONATHINORU MURAM PACHAKKARY 

  15-07-17 

Agriculture is affected by climate change and also contributes to it. As a sector, agriculture 

must therefore adapt to changes and offer 

options for mitigation, reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and store 

carbon. Agricultural land use contributes 

to 12% of global greenhouse gas 

emissions. This figure is rising. As 

demand for food increases, farmers are 

clearing new land resulting in 

deforestation, tilling of pasture and soil 

degradation. This activity opens carbon sinks and so releases greenhouse gases. Agriculture 

must also adapt to changes in climate in order to 

provide food security. Rising temperatures and 

decreasing water availability are reducing yields 

particularly in developing countries where 

agriculture is vital for the food security of these 

populations. Extreme weather events such as 

droughts and floods are making cropping and 

animal production even more prone to failure. 

 The main aim of the program is to cultivate and preserve the vegetables for use in the Onam 

season. So sustainable cultivation was done on the basis of seasons. The cultivation includes 

the crops of Tomato, Spinach, Ladys Finger, Green Chilly, Beans.etc. 

 Planted variety of vegetable seeds in 25 cent land near campus with the help of agricultural 

department in the name of “ONATHINORU MURAM PACHAKKARY”. Thrippangottur 

Panchayath President Kaattoor Muhammed inaugurated the Function. Principal K.K. 

Musthafa presided over the function. Agricultural officer N.K. Pramod, Sameer Parambath, V 

Pramod, NSS Program Officer V.K. Minimol, Dr. M.K. Madhusoodhanan, E. Ashraf, M.K. 

Abdul Raheem and Shemin Shaharas spoke. Volunteers Megha Vijayan, V.P. Divin, 

Muhammed Rashid, K. Anwaika, K.K. Asnath lead the team. Teachers and students were 

also joined In the village festival. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PARLIAMENT  25-07-17 

In Association with Nehru Yuva Kendra, Kannur Distric NSS Units of N.A.M College 

organised a one day Workshop on 'Neighborhood Parliament' for NSS volunteers of N.A.M 

College on 25TH July 2017. The chief objective of the programme was to give awareness to 

youngsters about Parliamentary procedures and youth policies of governments. The 

programme was conducted in the College 

seminar hall. The programme was officially 

inaugurated by Asst Collector of Knnur 

Distric Asif K Yousuf.The session was 

chaired by Principal Dr.KK Musthafa. 

Welcome speech was delivered by NSS 

Programme Officer 

Namshad.KP. 100 selected NSS volunteers 

of N.A.M College attended the workshop. 

The inaugural session was followed by a workshop on the topic“role  of volounteers”.The 

session was  handled by Dr.MK Madhusoodhanan. This session was followed by a session on 

the topic “Health Hygienic” by Hamza Kutty.Aftenoon session there is a interaction with 

Sri.sreenivasan ,Janamythri Police Panoor Station. Sri. Megha Surendran (Volunteer 

Secretary) 

 proposed the vote of thanks. 
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SWACHHTA PAKHWADA AWARENESS CAMPAIGN   1-08-17 TO 15-08-17 

Cleanliness is the act of keeping our body, mind, dress, home, surroundings and other work 

area neat and clean. Cleanliness of the body is very necessary for our physical and mental health. 

Cleanliness of the surrounding areas and environment is very necessary for the social and intellectual 

health. Dirty things in the surrounding areas or home give rise to the various disease causing germs, 

bacteria, virus and fungus.  

Cleanliness also improves the confidence level and self-respect as well as respect from others. 

It is a good habit which keeps us always happy. It makes us feel very proud in the society. Cleanliness 

is very necessary to maintain our healthy lifestyle and standard of living.  

N.A.M College,Kallikkandy has observed „Swachhta Pakhwada’ with full zest and 

enthusiasm. All the NSS Volunteers and other Students actively participated in „Sawachtha 

Pakhwada‟ between August 1st, 2017 and August 15th, 2017.  

01-08-17  

The students were addressed by the Librarian Munfar Kappil  on the topic  „Sanitary 

Good Practices‟. The programme was inaugurated by College Principal Dr.KK 

Musthafa.After that exhibited short film 

to volunteers related to swachtha Wherein 

the students realised the importance of 

cleanliness and sanitation, as the role of 

schools has been instrumental in realizing 

the mission of Swachh Bharat. Thus, all the 

above activities conducted by the college, 

enabled it to take this mission of Cleanliness 

to the community, thereby creating mass 

awareness. 

After that, an interaction session on importance of cleanliness was organised. The members of 

NSS interacted with other students and the union members of the college. Various suggestions were 

taken from the students on how to maintain cleanliness and hygienic environment in college premises. 

.. 
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SWACHHTA PAKHWADA -CAMPUS CLEANING   2-08-17 

The NSS Unit conducted cleanliness drive in college on 2
nd

  August 2017, near the College 

Canteen and area around library. The 

faculty members and students took part in 

the drive with full vigor. The attempt of 

increasing awareness amongst students 

was quite fruitful and it could be seen that 

students had starting throwing all the 

disposable plates, glasses and wrappers in 

the dustbins. By the end of the lunch 

break, a visible change could be seen.  
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3-08-17; CLEANED LIBRARY 

 

 

 

 04-08-17; CLEANED COLLEGE BUILDING 

On 4
th
 august 2017 cleanliness drive was conducted in College building. This cleanliness drive 

included the collective effort the cleaning staff, teachers, and lab staff as well NSS Volunteers. The 

rooms and furniture items, Almirah, cupboards, cleaned the garbage bins, and mopped the floor of all 

the rooms in corridors of the blocks. The garbage collected was dumped into the dustbin. The 

department picked up all sorts of garbage such as bottles, wrappers, papers, pens, peels, etc. The 

doors, windows, furniture and fans of all the rooms were also cleaned.   
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05-07-17; CLEANED PANCHAYATH LIBRARY AT KALLIKKANDY  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

07-08-17; CLEANED KALLIKKANDY TOWN WITH THE HELP OF 

PANCHAYATH MEMBERS AND KUDUMBASREE. 
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THE ANGANWADI HAS BECOME BRAND NEW AMONG STUDENTS 

FELLOWSHIP. 08-08-17;. 

NSS Students of NAM College become role 

model for others by painting and cleaning the 

premises of Anganwadi in Kallikkandy town. 

The duration of the program was 2 days under 

the project of Central Government. On the first 

day, 50s of NSS volunteers cleaned the 

Anganwadi and then cleaned the Panchayath 

Library. Following day has been used to paint the 

Anganwadi. 

The Program was inaugurated by Panchayath 

Standing Committee Chairman Sameer 

Parambath. Program Officer Namshad K.P gave 

the presidential address. Panchayath Secretary 

T.P Musthafa, Anganavadi staffs M.P. 

Sulochana,, K.P. Devi spoke a few words. 

Volunteers Akhil Asad, V.K. Muhammed 

Rashid, P.K. Muhammed, Muhammed Afreed, 

V.K. Usama, K. Muhammed Irfan, V.K. Ambili, 

Megha Surendran lead the program.   
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SURVEY AT TRIPRANGOTTUR GRAMMA 

PANCHAYATH-HARITHA KERALAM. 10-08-17; 

As a part of Green Kerala Project, NSS unit of NAM College conducted a survey to know 

about the various projects implemented in Thriprangottur Panchayath and to create awareness 

on the harmful effects of plastic. Health Standing Committee Chairman Sameer Parambath 

inaugurated the program. Program Officer Namshad K.P, Megha Surendran, T Divin led the 

survey. 
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11-08-17; CONDUCTED A SEMINAR TO FAMILIARIZE THE VARIOUS TYPES 

OF SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS 

Workshop named SAHAYI was conducted to with the intention of introducing different types 

of scholarships available to the students. The program is done in the way it is useful for the 

newly joined students in the college, as they could get a clear idea about each and every 

scholarship. Principal In-charge Dr. Muhammed Kutty inaugurated the function. 

Namshad K.P. presided over the function. Prof. Sakariya handled the class. Volunteer 

Secretaries Megha Surendran and Asmina V lead the program. 
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HERBAL GARDEN MAKING   12-08-2017 

The NSS Unit of N.A.M  college constructed a herbal garden in the front side of the college campus 

on 12-08-2017.The inauguration of this noble venture is made by Dr. M.K Madhusoodanan, NSS 

Programme Officer of our college. Sri. Namshad.KP, the coordinator of this programme, College 

Union Chairman Sri. Shemin shaharas, NSS Volunteers were presented the function. Thirty Five 

different herbal saplings   were planted. The lists of herbals are attached here with.   
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INDEPENDENDENCE DAY,    14-08-17 TO 15-08-17 

Together with the nation, the team of N.A.M  NSS community celebrated the  Independence 

Day of India on 15-08- 2017. Principa Dr.KK.Musthafa hoisted the flag and the 

Independence Day message was delivered by Dr.MK Madhusoodhanan. The programmes 

were organized under the aegis of the NSS unit. The day also witnessed an organic farming 

(second face, campus cleaning. The NSS unit celebrated Independence Day by conducting 

variety of activities. On  14-08-17 there was a quiz competition and patriotic song 

competition at seminar hall. On 15
th

 the unit conducted a general orientation for first year 

volunteers.  Principal Dr.k.K.Musthafa inaugurated the function. Dr.M.K.Maddhusoodhanan, 

Lt.A.P.Shameer,Sri.Namshad K.P were attended the function.  

.     
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NOT ME BUT YOU -ORIENTATION PROGRAMME FOR FIRST YEAR 

STUDENTS 15-08-17 

 

The orientation programme for first year volunteers was conducted on 15
th

 August. 

The programme was inaugurated by Principal Dr. K.k.Mustafa .Smt. Minimol V.k delivered 

the welcome speech and Namshad.KP gave the felicitation. The session was handled by Dr. 

M.K Madhusoodhanan. 

The morning session dealt with the history and importance of NSS. It was an interactive 

session. After lunch there was group dynamics. The trainer gave Small games to make the 

participants active. The programme ended around 4.30 pm.Mega surendran of Fist semester 

Polymer Chemistry delivered the vote of thanks. 
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SHORT FILM FESTIVAL   10-08-17 

The program was conducted by Kallikkandy NAM College along with the cooperation of 

Vimukthi Anti-Drug club. It consist of Short film competition on the topic Anti-drugs. 

Pazhassi Raja NSS College got 

awarded the first prize for their 

short film named Apadham. The 

program was conducted for 

college students in Kozhikode 

University and Kannur University 

as awareness program. Students 

from various colleges presented 

Short Films.Kuthuparamba 

Excise CI V. Rajendran 

inaugurated the program. 

Principal K.K. Musthafa gave the 

presidential address. Dr. M.K. 

Madusoodhhanan, Namshad K.P, 

Haseeb V.V, Dr. Abdul Raheem, 

Sadiqali K.P, Sheetal N, Arif 

M.K, Megha Surendran spoke. 
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Re-4 “PROJECT”.    16-08-17 

On 16/08/17 Principal Dr Musthafa declared the campus as fully cleaned campus on the 

concluding ceremony of Swachtha Pakwada. The college campus including library, 

departments, terraces and canteen have been cleaned with the effort of students within 15 

days. 

Principal also inaugurated the Re-4 project with the aim of replacing the waste and placement 

of plastic waste and plastic waste that were thrown at the campus. Program 

Officer Namshad K.P, Minimol V.K,Volunteers Fathimath Shana, Megha Surendran and Usa

ma.V.K led the team. 
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VISIT TO PLASTIC RECYCLING CENTER   19-08-17 

The representative of NSS units and programme officers went to the plastic recycling 

center on 19
th

 August. The trip aims 

to implement Re-4 project. At the 

center we saw the process of 

recycling the collected waste plastic 

bags. The recycled plastics were 

made in to useful things such as 

ropes, water tank connecting pipes 

etc.  
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ONAM-BAKRID CELEBRATION AT MYTHRI SPECIAL SCHOOL  23-08-17 

The NSS volunteers of NAM College celebrated Onam Bakrid Festivals with Mentally 

Challenged students of Mythri Special School in Kadavathur.In the morning around 30 

volunteers with programme officers went 

to the Maythri school. The volunteers 

decorate the school and the students of 

Mythri with the dress of  Mahabali. At 

Mythri there were students different ages 

with disabilities of hearing,speaking and 

mentally ill, autism etc. The volunteers 

interacted with them and distributed 

chocolates .There was beautiful cultural 

programme by the special school students 

and our volunteers. Really our volunteers 

realized that how lucky they were with the 

blessings of God. 

The official session began at 12.30 

pm.  The program was inaugurated by 

Thrippangottur Panchayath President Sri. 

Muhammed Kaattoor. The Principal of 

NAM College Sri. Musthafa K.K. 

addressed the welcome speech. Following 

that the DYSP of Thalassery Mr.Prince 

Abraham spoke a few words in main 

speech. He said that he felt happy to be a part of this function as he got a chance to meet and 

be with the children of heaven.. After the 

official   function we arranged grand 

Onasadhya. The principal and other members 

had food with the students of Mythri. Mr. K.P 

Namshad, Mythri School Principal Aarathi 

Ramachandran, P Khaleel, K Sreekutty spoke 

on the stage. Members of management 

committee of our college were attended the 

function Students K. Reshmi, Anseer, 

Muhammed Rashid, V.K. Usama, K 

Muhammed and Muhammed Ashik managed 

the program well. 

The departure from the school was a heart touching moments. Both our volunteers and the 

students enjoyed the day very much.    
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CANCER AWARENESS 

PROGRAMME.  24-08-17 

To prevent the increasing amount 

of breast cancer patients , the 

program Cancer Brigade built by 

Malabar Cancer Center was started 

in NAM College Kallikkandy. As 

a part of this , the female students 

of the college were provided with 

an awareness class. The program 

was inaugurated by Kannur Cancer 

Centre President D.K. Pai. College 

Principal 

Dr.K.K Musthafa presided over 

the function. Major P. Govindan, 

Dr. Twinkle, K.P. Namshad, 

T.P. Ashik spoke. As a part of this 

project, awareness class will be 

given to different wards in 

the Trippangottur Panchayath. The 

program was conducted on behalf 

of the NSS unit of NAM College.  

 

A wing of volunteers was arranged for campaign and counseling the people at Thrippangottur 

Panchayath. 
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 TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION 5-9-17 

The NSS unit of N.A.M College celebrated the National Teachers Day on the 5th of 

September, 2017. India has been celebrating the 5th of September as National Teachers Day 

ever since 1962 to commemorate the memories of a true visionary and teacher Dr. S. 

Radhakrishnan. The students celebrated the day by paying tribute to the teaching community 

by giving flowers, sweets, greeting cards and cutting a cake. Principal Dr.KK.Musthafa 

inaugurated the function. Dr Madhusoodanan(Associated Prof.Of Physical education 

Department), conveyed the gratitude to the students for conducting such an excellent 

programme on behalf of the teachers. 
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NATURE CAMP   18-09-17 TO 20-09-17 

The NSS units of N.A.M College attended two day nature camp at Aralam wild life 

sanctuary. Prof.Namshad.KP, Prof: Haseeb.V.V,Prof:Mini Mol VK escorted the volunteers. 

The team reached Aralam wild life sanctuary at. 3.00 pm on 18th Sept, 2017 by bus. Creating 

eco-friendly attitude and love for nature was the chief objectives of the camp. The volunteers 

performed bird watching, trekking plastic waste removal at Aralam wild life sanctuary. 

Sri.The chief wildlife warden, distributed the participation certificates . 

It was a wonderful experience to our volunteers to feel the beauty and silence of forest. 
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ONAM CELEBRATION  22-09-17 

 
The National Service Scheme Unit of N.A.M College celebrated Onam on the college 

premises. The celebration began with Gosha Yathra,Athappukkalam competition. Cultural 

events were conducted as part of the 

celebrations. Events such as flower 

carpet competition,  Mehendi fest, 

Payasam Making, tug-of-war, breaking 

the pot,lemon and spoon race and 

filling the bottle, were conducted by 

the Team NSS.  
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NSS DAY CELEBRATION   23-09-17 

The NSS unit celebrated NSS day with an orientation programme and cultural 

activities.The orientation session handled by Sri. Anilkumar T. It was an interactive session. 

The volunteers enjoyed the session too much .Around 90 volunteers participated in the 

programme.The programme officers Smt.Minimol V.K,Sri. Namshad K.P were attended the 

function. Megha Surendran delivered the vote of thanks.  
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VEGETABLE CULTIVATION         24/09/17 

NAM College NSS unit, Thriprangottur Grama Panchayath, in cooperation with the 

Department of Agriculture, planted various varieties of vegetables for hostel students. The 

vegetables grown in the grow bag were used by hostel children to cook their food. This was 

done by students of the NSS in the hostel. 

 

DRUG AWARENESS CAMPAIGN-VIMUKTHI    25-09-17 

 

Vimukhi campaign- 

 i)anti drug awareness class  

ii) Poster exhibition with the help of excise department, Koothuparamba. 

iii)Signature Campaign. 

iv) Complaint Box was fixed at college campus. 
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BLOOD DONATION AND BLOOD GROUP DETECTION CAMP. 26-09-17 

Female Students donated their blood and being a role model for other students in the society. 

The program was done by joining hands of NAM College NSS Unit and Thalassery General 

Hospital Blood Bank. 61 Female Students 

donated their blood.  

The National Service Scheme unit of 

N.A.M College organized a blood donation 

and detection  camp at campus on 26 Sep 

2017 in association with blood bank 

General Hospital Thalassery and Blood 

group detection was conducted with the 

help of Micro lab, Kallikkandy. The 

Programme 

Officers and 62 NSS volunteers donated 

blood in this camp. Principal in charge Dr. 

K.K Muhammed Kutty in his presidential 

address congratulated the NSS volunteers 

and he highlighted the importance of blood donation to a needy person. Dr. Karthik, Blood 

Bank Officer, General Hospital spoke about the benefits of blood donation and detailed 

information on blood The NSS Programme Officers, Prof. Namshad.KP and Prof.Mini mol 

VK.Received the certificate of appreciation form district blood bank. Medical Officer Dr. 

Mithun, Sheena K, Pushpa V, Swathi M, C Shaji, Salim P done their speech. 

The donors were provided sumptuous food after the donation. Volunteer coordinators and 

NSS volunteers worked diligently, making the event a success. 
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ONE MILLION GOAL PROGRAMME. 27-09-17 

Being the part of Keralas One Million Goal campaign to promote the FIFA U-17 

World Cup , students NAM College in Thrippangottur Panchayath shoot the kicks. A total of 

2500 goals were scored in 7 centers. People from different areas of life including women and 

children were excited to score goals. The goal shooting started from 3 pm and ended by 7 pm 

in all centres. The Panchayath was meant to score over 5000 goals. 

The Panchayath level inauguration was held at 

Kadavathur West UP School. AEO CK Sunil Kumar 

Inaugurated the ceremony. Panchayath President 

Kaattoor Muhammed, Block Panchayath member Dr 

Salma Mahamood, NSS Program Officer Namshad 

K.P, Members Nelloor Ismayil, Sakeena Thayyil, 

Panoor BPO Pradeep, Head Master P Ashokan, Shijil 

K, Rajesh K, Akmal CH scored the goals. 

NSS volunteers and Kudumbasree members jointly made groups and campaigned in 7 centres 

and made the project huge success. 

The program was conducted in Kadavathur Vocational Higher Secondary School, 

Kadavathur Town School, Kallikkandy Mini Stadium, NAM College, Vilakottur UP School, 

premises of Poyiloor Sree Narayana madam and Paremmal UP School. 

One million goal programme was conducted in college.462 students participated in this 

programme.The programme was inaugurated by College Vice Principal Dr.MuhammedKutty. 
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INTERCOLLEGIATE QUIZ COMPETITION AND AWARENESS CLASS.  27-09-17 

NAM College Kallikkandy NSS Unit in association with Ozone Day Celebration 2017 

organized awareness class and inter-collegiate quiz competition for various college students 

in Kannur and Calicut University on 27-09-2017. The letter indicating time and date of the 

competition have been sent to different colleges. Nine different colleges participate in the 

programme. The quiz programme was conducted by Dr Abdul Rahim M.K. Arunima S and 

Aswanth A (S N 

College Thottada, 

Kannur) got first 

prize, Navaneeth 

M P and Arjun V 

V (Gov. Brennen 

College) got 

second prize and  

Midhun V and 

Sarana K Manoj 

(PRNSS College, 

Mattannur) got 

third prize. The 

cash prices and 

certificate to the 

winners were 

distributed by Dr 

Madhusoodanan 

(HOD, 

Department of 

Physical 

Education). 
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GANDHI JAYANTHY CELEBRATION  (02-10-2017) 

 

To commemorate the birthday of a great man and a noble soul, the NSS unit of the college 

organised a cleanliness drive across adopted village and Thanal Edacheri on the 2nd of 

October, 2017. The day which marked the 148th birthday of Mahatma Gandhiji was feted with 

much awe and obeisance to the man whom we call as the 'Father of the Nation'. The 

cleanliness drive 

was inaugurated by Sri.Kattoor Muhammed Grama Panchayath President.  

BLOOD DONATION FORUM              05-10-2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The blood group of the college students have been collected and created a blood group 

directory on the behalf of the NSS unit. The Blood group directory was inaugurated by 

Principal K.K. Musthafa. The Link of Blood Group Directory has been shared through social 

media.  
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OPPAM-THANAL PROJECT 21-10-17 TO 22-10-17 

 

Objective ; 

 To sensitize students to social work. 

 To sensitize students to social work 

 To sensitize students to the predicaments and problems of aged people. 

 To become aware of the joy of serving and being with the aged. 

Project Initiatives: 

 Changatham-Weekend visit 

 Velicham-Collecting Library books and Setting Library at Thanal. 

 Nilavu-Two day residential camp with Thanal home inmates. 

 Ushas-Financial assistance for dialysis patients at Thanal home. 
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NILAVU  
 

NSS students of NAM College stayed with the inhabitance of Thanal for two days and 

formed a project named “THANALIN OPPAM‟.As a part of this project hundreds of 

volunteers stayed in 

THANAL.The camp was 

organized in the 

THANAL branch in 

Edachery which is the 

centre and home for many 

orders people dialysis 

patients and those who 

have no want to look 

after. The camp was 

conducted in order to 

prepare students with 

social welfare and peace. The students from first and second years of college participated in 

the camp they got the chance due to going of staffs for their practice.Voluntiers got excited to 

participate in the camp as they came to know about treating the patients. The volunteers 

where treating the patients for the first time without any fear or shame volunteers treated the 

patients in bed. Program officer Namshad.KP feared on thinking about the volunteers 

reaction on treating the patients. Program officers Namshad kp and Mini mol vk done the 

camp in a different way. The treating was done on the count of two volunteers for one 

patient. The programs of students and inhabitance where conducted.Volounteers shared their 

stories sing songs and danced well to 

entertain the inhabitance patients and 

made the camp a wonderful expirience.it 

was to be noted the volunteers way of 

treating the patients by giving them 

food, taking them to bed, doing daily 

routine and changing clothes. Volunteers 

where very happy by doing this. Female 

volunteers got tears in their eyes by 

hearing the stories of inhabittece.when 

the inhabitance was saying about their 

children and how they reached hear 

volunteers can only give a angry feeling 

to those who orbit their 

parents.voulounteers PK Divin,Megha Sureendran,Shemin Shaharas, Sreenithys,KK 

Hamna,Nahal,made the camp amazing.Meghha Surendran,P Safreena,Shakkr,Muhammed, 

sing and danced to make the patience happy.NSS secretary Muhammed Hafis and Anjali said 

that two day in camp was a memorable experiencw.NSS motto not me but you has been 

clearly  understood by  the voulountees by the camp in THANAL. 
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CHANGATHAM 

The campaign Changatham conducted on behalf of the project Thanalinu Oppam which was 

part of NAM Kallikandy NSS unit, was very successful. The aim of the project is to visit 

Edachery,  Thanal Eradication Center on every Saturday in groups. 

There are over 200 inhabitants living in Edacheri Thanal. Students help them to complete 

their daily routine. After that, they will be presented with 

varieties of programs performed by NSS students and they will 

be able to present them with happiness. The project, which was 

taken up by the request of Edacheri Thanal Manager Ilyas 

Tharuvana, is very successful. As many as 300 college students 

participated in it. The volunteers got fascinated by hearing the 

stories of the inhabitants. 
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POTHICHOR -WORLD FOOD DAY OBSERVATION (17-10-16)   

Hunger is one of the most serious and obvious manifestations of crisis in the world. Directly 

or indirectly it leads to many vices prevalent in the society ranging from robbery, abuses, 

exploitation, debts, suicides, HIV/AIDS, breakup of family relationships, poverty, death etc. 

NSS 

Unit of N.A.M College wishes to intervene into 

curbing such occurrences and prevent hunger by 

our initiative “POTHICHORE”. With the 

support and encouragement from generous 

hearts and kindness of humanitarians from all 

walks of life we wish to build a hunger-free 

society.  

NSS comes up with an opportunity to put into action our beliefs and values that have become 

our legacy– helping the poor and needy. By opening our eyes to the poverty-stricken and 

impoverished fellow beings we are wiping the tears of many of our unfortunate brethren. The 

students of the college Arranged food on 17 October 2017 world food day. The food thus The 

food package was distributed to the residents of Government Childrens Home for 

Girls Eranhipalam, Thalasseryand the patients of Thalassery Government Hospital. The 

volunteers feed the poor by taking more than one packet of rice in their lunch. . The program 

was conducted 

in asssocation with Thalassery Janamaithri police. Janamaithri SI NajeebInaugurated the 

program. Program Officers Namshad K.P, Minimol V.K, Volunteers V.Chaitannya, 

V. Anhika, PV Divin, S. Nandana and Muhammed Fayis lead the program. 20 volunteers 

distributed 200 packages. 
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Re-4 PROJECT, AWARENESS INITIATIVE AGAINST PLASTIC WASTE 08-11-17 

NAM College Kallikkandy organised a project named Re-4(Recycle-Re use-reduce-

recover) on 8
th

 November 2017 in 

order to fight against plastic and 

stop the use of plastic. The core aim 

of this program is to discourage the 

use of plastics and to aware students 

about the harmful effects of using 

plastic. In the First phase, the 

program was started in 4 schools of 

Thrippangottur Panchayath and 

Kunnothparamba Panchayath 

simultaneously. Every school being 

provided with a waste bin for the 

purpose of collecting plastic, NSS Volunteers took motivational class for students of different 

classes in cooperation with the nature club. 

The youngsters committed to spread the environmental message and wanted to eradicate 

plastic from the city. They urged the public to refrain themselves from the use of plastic in 

their daily life with the help of the school students. The Panchayath declared the ban of 

plastic ,but achieved little as these plastics are still freely used in the city.At the same time the 

programme was started at four different schools and it was in co ordination with the school 

environment club. The NSS volunteers took a class on “plastic use” for all the students of the 

school.A video presentation were 

also done at the school.   

Paremmal U.P School. 

 The Panchayath president Kattoor 

Muhammed Inaugurate the 

programme.The presidential address 

was given by KP Jayasheela.Also 

Prof.Namshad.KP,Girija,Theerthe 

Rajesh and Megha Surendran gave 

the felicitation. Kannamgode TPG 

Memmorial U.P School 

The Inauguration was done by 

Dr.KK.Musthafa,Principal NAM College,Kallikkandy.Sarath Ram Gave the Presidential 

address. And the felicitation was done by Sanal kumar,Shabana manoharan,K rinesh and 

Megha Surendran. 
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@PAREMMAL UP SCHOOL   @Kannangode TPG UP School 

 

@Vilakottoor U.P School      Kolavalloor UP school 
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The head master V.Kamala done the inauguration and T.P Rajan gave the presidential 

address. The whole programme was managed by the programme officer Namshad.KP.The 

student volunteers anjana.p,Amaya,Anjali Rajeev, Megha Surendran Co-ordinate the 

programme.   
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MEDICAL CAMP 18-11-17 

National Service Scheme Unit of N.A.M College organized an eye camp free of cost for the 

Thriprangottoor grama panchaytah ward 11 and 12. The objective of the camp was to 

provide free eye and general health checkups, and offer further free treatment for those 

patients who require surgery. The camp was organised with the help of ALSalama Eye 

Hospital,Kannur. 4 eye specialist doctors, 2 Counselors and one Camp Coordinator from the 

hospital led the camp. The Camp started 

at 9.30 am and ended around 3.30 pm. 

About 212 villagers benefited by the 

camp. The doctors diagnosed the 

visitors for dental infections, defects, 

etc 
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WORLD AIDS DAY (01-12-2017) 

World AIDS Day is a day dedicated to commemorate the victims of AIDS and those brave 

heroes who have dedicated their life to lay an encumbrance to the spread of the HIV virus. It 

is our responsibility to offer attention, care and support 

to people affected with HIV and AIDS. The  

The NSS unit of NAM College observed world 

AIDS day by conducting various.The positive speaker 

Smt.Rema delivered a talk on her life and her survival 

after realizing she is a person with HIV positive. It was 

so touching to hear the bitter experience phased by her 

and her children in that days. The programme was 

inaugurated by Panchayath President Sri.Kottor 

Mahamood. Principal Dr. K.K.Musthafa presided over 

the function. Sri. Shameer A.P, Namshad K .P were 

attended the function. The programme realized that 

awareness among people have reduced the spreading of 

AIDS to a great extent. 
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DRESS COLLECTION   12-12-17 

NSS students of N.A.M College collected clothes from different places and distributed it to 

eligible people. NSS leader went on each class and give details on how to collect clothes and 

what is the purpose of collecting. NSS 

volunteers first collected the clothes from 

the homes of the students and 

surrounding areas. Then it has been 

beautifully packed and sorted by male, 

female and size. Students combined in 

groups and campaigned in places like 

Panoor, Kadavathur, Peringathur, 

Parakkadavu, Nadapuram, Kallikkandy, 

Vilakkottur and Kadameri. People who 

donated clothes were mainly of those 

who changed their fashion according to 

time. Thus the students got almost new clothes 

from everywhere. Students also made a whole 

classroom to store the clothes. Each clothes were packed separately and 2000 different types 

of clothes were collected. The collected clothes were distributed to Okhi victims, Rohingya 

Refugees and the Inhabitants of Old Age Homes. 

Teachers and staffs stood with the students from 

packing to distributing. Chairman Shemin 

Shaharas, Secretary Abdul Raoof, Volunteer 

Secretary Megha Surendran, CH Muhammed 

Ashik and P Asna led the team. 
http://www.manoramanews.com/nattuvartha/north/2018/

01/10/college-dress-bank-10.html 

 

http://www.manoramanews.com/nattuvartha/north/2018/01/10/college-dress-bank-10.html
http://www.manoramanews.com/nattuvartha/north/2018/01/10/college-dress-bank-10.html
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PSC ONETIME REGISTRATION 05-01-18 

N.A.M College NSS unit conducted a free PSC one time registration camp for the college 

students. Around 102 students registered in the PSC one time registration 

SURVEY       15-01-18 

As part of the Aksharalaksham project organised by Kallikkandy Thudar Vidya Kendram in 

Thrippangottur Grama Panchayath, NAM College NSS unit conducted a survey in the 

adopted ward. 
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KIDNEY DISEASE DETECTION CAMP (27-02-18 TO 28-02-18) 

A simple blood test can accurately detect kidney disease and life style diseases. In an 

endeavor to raise health awareness and to highlight the importance of regular health check-

ups, the National Service Scheme Unit of N.A.M 

College Conducted Free Blood Tests and Health 

Check-up Camps with the support of Pain and 

palliative Unit Kariyad.The first camp was held at 

adopted village. The tests were free of costs for the 

takers.Sri Sameer Parampath(Standing Committee 

Chairman ,Thriprangottur Grama Panchayath) 

inaugurated the camp at 9.30 a.m.Around 110 

residents of the area utilized this opportunity 

The second day camp was held at college 

for students at college in association with the 

palliative care unit Kariyad. The function was 

inaugurated by Principal Dr. K.K.Musthafa. The 

programme officers and other teaching and non-

teaching staffs were attended in the function. 

Around 80 students were participated in the 

progamme. 
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Re- 4 PROJECT  10-03-18 

The Re 4 project of this year has been ended and taken all the plastics collected from 

each schools to the Valiyavelicham recycling center. The selected volunteers got trained for 

distinguishing plastic products according to their type on19/08/17.  

The plastic collected during Swachtha Pakwada project and the plastic 

collected collected from college premises had also been sent along with the plastic collected 

from schools. 45 NSS volunteers went to Valiyavelicham recycling center to study about the 

processing work. Shanid Valliyad operated the cycling units very critically. The students 

were shown with the transfer of plastic bags into plastic cores. It was a new experience for 

the students. Program Officer Namshad K.P, Volunteers MeghaSurendran, Anjali V.K 

and Muhsina T.K led the program. 
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HOME FOR HOMELESS PROJECT (SHELTER FOR THE NEEDY)  22/03/18 

The agony of being homeless..It can be the most tormenting and anguishing thing in one‟s 

life. NAM NSS volunteers decided to extend a helping hand by doing whatever they could to 

give that helpless people a roof over their head. The NSS volunteers are committed to finish 

the 

construction of the house by the year 2018, so as to provide succor that homeless family. The 

students of NAM College, under the aegis of NSS unit, are constructing homes for their 

homeless in adopted village. Drawing inspiration from NSS University Cell, volunteers 

started fund rising programmes. In this year the unit constructed a home for Chandran, he 

belongs to a poor family in our adopted village. The volunteers collected 

amount of 3 lacks and with the support of Thriprangottur panchayath they provided 2.5 lack. 
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MIRROR FOR ZERO ACCIDENT 29/03/18 

Students of NAM college kallikandy has found an innovatory techniques to solve traffic 

problem at college junction.  Drivers were unable to view vehicles on opposite side.  

NSS unit and college union in co-ordination with college Alumini and Home village, puthur 

has placed 2 convex mirrors at the hairpin curve. This was inaugrated by vice principal. Dr. 

K.K.Muhammad Kutty. Union chairman shamin shaharas, secretary Abdul Raoof A.T , 

Muhammad Panoor, Aabith K , Shaheen P, Fathah C  and Junnaeth V addressed the function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


